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dels of design helkoeducators to design instructional

ns that hoPefully have proven successful in past instructional

e d4eavors. The ioiriter-s examined 40 models of instructional design from a
I

, .

.f . , I .

,varietPbf sources. The purpose's and uses of these models are discussed
J

1 1

I

,

! et

and then an* is offered as why there,are so many different
,

.

/
,

1models. The 40 models were divided
into

categories that werebased on,the

models' most'pertinent chargittekstics. The writers concluded that.because
.-

of the varying levels of quality of)the mod ls, educators must be carefi

in choosing the model that is finally followed when designing instruction.



els of Instructional Design:

rigins, Purposes; and. Uses

Instructional materials can be designed and created in two ways:'

1. Take one master tear,er, expert in a subject, place
him (her) Tin isolation for a period of cogitatiOn
and incubation an,d, .a .work of art--- a com-

-penditim,of inst-ructional materials---an inspirkd
1.

2; Apply a. 'scientific'\ hethdd according to,-a system of
logic in order to-get the 'learner from where (s)he
is to where you ,i/Ant him (her) to be This is the,

yne,thod used by t ee Who call themsel.Ves instructional
roaramiriers and 'trlictional technologists (Friesan,

1973, p. .

'The first way admittedly has.a (long histdey'. Although some educators con-
.

i. ..`,k,
sider this a tried-and-,true''thddi, i-t often is not accomplished by ,e_mpirica,

., ,. N.
yerifica . By contrast, ` .ti4e Oconeviay, by definitionrequires the

'tz 4-4 .

accwis4,tiOn of 1 ear-ming ,data 9 provide. feedbatk for the revision process

.:.' jpgat is a systematic or systems approach is -characterized bran in ut-
.. .,. 41` ,

process-ootpatfeedback-'revision-cycle.

This paper shall address lie systematic approach liti) designing instruction,

a-process which focuses on the design problem Of finding a way to ensure
,. \ ,

the gowrdness of fit . among the objectives; the form -of. ing-ti-uction,

Band the context of liearning ii-EduCators in general. and ins uctional

cNgner s.... Aual lei solv problem by using ,a particular.

odel;or pattern when they design and develo :instruction. They
.

.

nd do this in the ame way .that an Inchitect satisfies \customer.
1, 4
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m in the writing.6f this papetthy)eslfe J. Briggs,. Florida State
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,preferences or needs in thecreation of a specified blueptint. Tog'ether,

, the architect a-fid Contractor work with compatible buildingtrequirements

).1. I lie

'for the customer. ,The in;tructiAa designer alSo mast look to differe4
, ,

models dependjng upoe,the instruc lanai .requirements of a particular

Project.
. . , .

Part of the apPeal of the systems approach to educational design

,

is at it yields detailed plans. These plans assure the educqprfthat
/ 0

.\
,-

every piece of instruction
\

that 1! of content, will

4t
1

a!erecognizable elements-This "sameness" aids educatOrl..in a var-

fety of ways: formative evaluationa-arld revisions are morAystematic
. .

zndCongruent, the sequence of-deVelOpmental and evaluation events

is planned rinia-proCedural context, media deyelopment is mpre'effictent.
,

and evaluatfOn..systems can.be developedmith qualltY'es.a key criterion -

,
. . . ....

, ;;.,-.... ,
.

.
.

''instead df merely format or quantity .t

':.PaStexperience has.shown. that models of iristiuctional design are
eiC7:-

..iMportant.;in.education.and that the systems approach. is both loOcal
.

. .

and usefUl. VOweVer:educatOrs often:are confused aboutA,thich model to
'.7 ,

use. One eason'for thiS cOnfusion is the bewilderfhg array, ofTiOdels
-t..

which may Contribute to the limiteyuse of the systems approach in

education .i Another reason; however, prObably'results from the way iri
y\

which the mOdeWare reported. ThafiS,'7Often'the.diagram-or putlfhe-cif

.

a..reported.Mode'LOmits- some basic' .componentSthat:nohetheless may
...,. ..

7 d.).1.: - ... '...* , . :. .- . , ,. it

t)e- e in atdelp.a.narratlye about the model. Another phenomenon ta,.ti

.

freqUentl e-ms to.occuris at a c2mpon t: may be-,'.CmItted-.lp th..A

: ..jriarrativei7but onetheleSs, inOutled in the plication'of:t.h9e-mo

,

-
, .a. 0. , ..), .

At



There seem to:be.at least' two. other. reasons for thWjess_than ;1'4'

. .

;,. L,

satisfactory acceptanCe of the s5,Stems:a proach. One reason is the-

apparent abence of ,.empirical Validation!andfortheorYbase forthallY
,- I

,
.

.

Models. TKe*Other'reason may be .the visible .cost of design When many
,

..educatorS fail to balance.the cost of applying a model against the,

quality or utility of its outcomes;

IdstructiOnal deSign models come from the military, industry, educa-.

4

tion, and a variety of other. Sources./ TheY are often liiewed,,therefore,

as valid only for vocational'educatiOn. In oke to make an effective

choice the educator may. want to know where,t e imick0 comes from, why,.

it was developed, how it mightwork forte goals to be accemplishe

/

'the educator's specific setting, and the kibd pidOcumentatIon,
,. .

a.pplicatiOnor validation, the Model has tndergone. This study proposes.

to explore these questions and thus,

tional design models somewhat easie

it will'accomplish the;following:

perhapsmake ,concept of instruc-
4 -

to understand and use. Sppcificall

,
Examine several possible d

design. -N4 ,

finirohsof models of instructional

),
2. Present 'the purposes for having and using models of .instructional

3-: 'Propose tmotcategonicalschemaS existing Incideis according'

grigin,.th'eoretical underOinnings, purpost and. use and degree of

doCurileniation. .
4

.C4;:Off-dr 5; explanation as to why 'there are s'a, manY. models oA

instruttiOnal.design.



Suggest guidelines, for use by instructional designers (educators)

that will facilitate their,hoice of a model that will 'meet their needs.

J
DEFINITION-OF MODELS OF SYSTEMATIC INSTUCTIONAL DESI N

1

A model is 'usually considerpf to be an 'abstraction and simplification

of, a defined referent system, presumably having some noticeable
9 '

fidelity to the referent system. Logan (1976) refers to the manner in

which,models vary with specific referent ystems. "The ter; 'models'

can take many different forms and vary considerably from one field-to

another. For example, a model' in economics'may be in fact a 'computer

gram while in, instruction-al psychology a Model may be simply a-draw-
. \I

ing on paper" (p..

IfXnodel is documented and the `educator. ,knows that it will work

in a particular.Vettinq, then we might say tlitta model of instructional

des'ign is a pattern for quality ,instructic), that should be followed as-
*

a \
clow_ly as possible. Of hower, the mode appealing to an educator

.,.. for reds
. : ,, tg-i

-may like t e-rmodel because it contains a- componen,\ -that fits nicely into
.that,have little to do with effeetivenesss. The"rcator.,-°'

,amparticular setting or a component that is iktuitiVely appealing. In

these caAes'model,s of design present a series/Of goal's that the educittor
- .

,

uses shape the instruction toward. The educator does not, wish to
. P

follow"the mo 1 exactly beca-uSe tfie entire model does -Kat seem to

fit the educato "'s needs. More generally, educators should be cautioned

carefullY an lyzetie relev'ant system "so that the compleX network'of

Inieractiowtan be understood" (Hayman, 1974, p. 4941-.When using a model
-

based on gener.4-1 system theorf
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cHow does theconcept of theory relate to'the.concept of model?.

Adair ,Sind Foster (11972) consider.theories and mod61s-inthe social

scienCes, TWey include descriptions of the physical, the semantic

formal, arid the interpretive ypes of models before desCribing Red-
k

agogical model-Sfor the curriculum developer. Regardless ofe which -6(0e"

of model they consider they, link the concept of a model with,the concept,

the

of 'a their in the followiN way.
t<

., . ,

Models have the charactei-istic of 'testing' the thdbry

from which'eley are constructed. If'the.theory 'is,

1.ill-defined; and uncertain', the matter cannot

be easily missed by ,those who would use it in the lab-'easily
or classroom. .

. .

f
$

The model and its referent theory, mustigbe coWementary.in

that each possess the same Outerlimitskand factors within

those boundaries. 1(p'...2.31)

Whether or not a. miOdel is intendedlto explain or predi,ct, Adajr

_andFoster find that. the scope and factors are not clearly delineated.
,

for many models In.gene'r'aL They-:-4/state"the.Warning-given by:Kaplan

. ,. :
, ,

.
(1964) that propositions may receive attention because oftheteMnology

used to describe them mixed with continual repetition so that the pro

4positions may be "mistaken for genuine theory, and d prograth is

accepted for its own fulfillment".(p. 273), This,is ohe of the problems

encountered in attempting to define models of instructipnal,design

as*eSParchers encounter the "not-invented-here syndrome."

) Models.of instructional design are conSitructed :From several sources:

-
empiricism, theory, and othefrod$1s. Some models are based on pro-

cedures that have been used in operational settings. Otheritare r.eated -

to reflect theoretical constructs an assimilation of Other.model,

y. camponerhs. It is gerieraLly understood that-d model is dusymbolic:
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-

representatidn of the,structural compone4ds an interrelati

some complex event or circumstanfe," (Roberts, 1978; p. 51). In t
i

case the event is inst.ructional desfr. The activities defining the

event are those outlined i odn the different: els.
..... :: .

:) While it is.relativelx -easy to .o flint the array of fnstruational
1. . .

design models found in the literature, the capacity to construct a

schema for classifying these models.is 1 m)ted by the' ame problem en-

countered
,

countered in constructing the model itsel That is, as observed by

Roberts. (1978) when the construction of a odel Is- "built on weak theOry
1

or no theory, the task can be a trial and. 4 4.4ror process. It can,.-4
,

fact, be a theory bu)ing process rather,th7 a theory or component

testing process..,,.. Accordingly, models apd theories-may'differ only in
t

he degree to which they can predict occurancein their refwnt
,

systems"
d.

--- .

(p. 52). Thus, a;logieal inference from the work of Adair and Foster

(1972), .Kaplan .(1964), and Roberts (1978) is that.the first Step.:toward.-

building a model einstructional design is the.identificationof-the l
ircomponents and their relatiohships. This first step seems to 11)e rep-

resented in Sillilern's definition of a model (cited in Heihich, 1977) as

a."coneeptualizatIon in the-form of...a ,graphic analog representing a

real life iituation either as it is oras it should.beilp. 168i. The
7

person who defi,ftes What "should be" in an instructional _deign model max.

be the model's developer. Some models, however, expect the client to

deterOine the needs to" be met by4the use of the model. The educatSr who

ultitgly.uses an instructional design,model should know how and whyhe

developerived at the model so the designer, can determine the suitabilit3

cof the model for tflelgepirqd geialS. Although 'a develdper may initially

renerinly to descrIbe what is being used on an individual project, the

%N.
9
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desCriptiVe Procedures.becon4/a.preseriptive model in :Oactide when the
.

,

procedures are selected for use in another project or setting without.

carefullyanalyiing therelevant system.

-a
Models of instructional design have elements of explanation and.

Prediction They.may be defined by considering the requirements for an
r

instructiona ldesign .theory as stated by,La Gow (1977),
.

instructionalAtesign theory should be able to explain
the sequence-used in the design of instruction and provide

a basis for criteria to judge the usefulness of tasks that

are included in this activity (p. 3). *

The requirement for the model follows from the requirement for the.

theOry: to explain the'*ldence-of events and functions for the tasks

included ili the model that lead till effeCtive'instructfon.) But this is

only a necessary conditiOn. P1 we are not alto-informed.of the

processes, and use the appropriate theory base, in interpreting the model,

the skills needed toy apply the e-syStems approach may remain

a fear'eipressed well by HaYman (1974):,The system Approach in the

design ofiinstruction is more\than "a:problen solving process or set of

processes applicable at various levels in ed cation" (Hayman;194, p.

,501)4 it is a particular problem solving' prods. Waldron (1973) identL

.ifies.the problem solving process, as instructional devel went. He

contends that this pro1:4T solving process requil6es the dentification

of instructional problems or needs and corresponding solutions by means

of-effective and efficient teaching-laNing activities based on relevant

objectives. 0. 2)

O
It should be clear, however, that a model is not the same as a

theory. Rather a' model, might encompass 'and overarch a number of theories:

For instance, Joyce and Weil (1972) list .a number of different models
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of teaching ( 'eg., inductive teaching, jurisprudential teaching, non-

.

directive teaching, operant conditioning and others). Thesq models

,represent theories about motivation, reinforcement, personality; and

creativity.. Many models of instructional design also represent a var

iety of constructs related to effective inst=ruction and learning. In

this context, it is useful to consider Pye's (197,2) commentary on

design:

is
The thing which sharply distinguishes useful design from

such arts as painting and sculpture,is that the practitioner

of design haOimits set upon his (fier) freedom of choice..

A painter can choose any imaginable shape. A designer cannot.'

If the designer is designing a bread knife it must havea

cutting edge and a hapdle; if (s)he is designing a car it must

have wheels and a fTbor. These are the sort of limitations

which arise, as anyone can tell froM the 'function' of the

thing being designed. (p. 7a

Likewise, an instructional designer cannot'choose any imaginable shape

for instruction: The limitations that arise em from the function of

instruction and, tprefore, the context of. learning.

Thus-a. basic cybernetiC model such as the one presented in its

simplest form by Pratt. (1978, p. 5) below, adequate to the

extent that users of thistasic'mcidel alsO account for the context of

learning.

SERVO. OR

:CONTROL,
'YSTEM

.Feedback
Loop

Input."-.---) CONTROLLED
: SYSTEM OR

6: PROCESS

Output _

.1 IT

. _a;



Although such a diagram may be adequate to outline a/systems model,.
4

it does not constitute a model,of instructional design. OpefuTly,

the review provided in this paper will more comprehensively display

what it is that constitutes a model of instructional design.
,

,PURPOSES OF MODELS OF SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
o

As suggested in the review by Smith and Murray (1975), an array of
.

,,procedures in.the array of models may be based more on the monitoring'

and contrefunctions associated with general systems than with any-clearly

stated instructional purpose. [owe and Schwen (1975)ioted that Most ,_,/

instructional development is depicted "as a systematic process focused

'on improving effectiveness and efficiency of learn* and instruction

in,various educationa environments " (p. 43). Vance (1976) and Walffon

(1973) presented a similar purpose statement. ,Davis and Mctallon (1974)
t-

presented a modification of this statement purpos h their Intent

to "translate social science learning theory for practical. use in a var-
L

iety of lnstructional*settings" (p. xi) to serve as a. guide :'to the theory

and practice.of adult education" (p. 6). Eve 107 did not refer to
.

theory, but retained the purpose statement presented by Lowe and Schwen

"
(1970 focusing direCtlypn classrooth activities as a specific eniiironmen-

ttIcontext-

Gagne and/Briggs (0974, pp. 123-228) observe that the systems approach

iVt-uspful/for designing lessons and modules as w--et instructional

system's. Thy note "identical elements and similariti 227)

in the procedures foll6we0 for either general purpose. But the, purpose

of the systems approach in particular may be " that it encourages the

setting.of a design objective, and ft-provides a way to'know when that
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objective has been met" (p. 228). As a major advantage of the systems

approach, other developers and reviewertihave referred to the:ValUeof

:the mstems approach as a plannihg, organizational, and /or managerial
-

tool for eff7eCtivedesign:and development (Branson, .19781 Kelley, 1276;
. . .

Smith'and.Murray :1975; Shoemaker and Parks, 19761'.and,Teague and Faulkner,

1978).

Educators inigeneral and instructional designers specifically

usually. use a model of instructional design as aJcind of "game plan"

for their development efforts. The educatOr wishes, to dutliftg,- before

the.instrUctional effort is belyn, what,components will be used in the

design. Often they, want a model that h4s been proven effective in

previous instruction: The model will allow them to avoid mistakes tht

are inherent in each design endeavor. If a model has been based on

theory or empirical viability, then many of)the instructional problems

will have been solved by the model's developer, thus.improving the

efficiency and effectiveness of the educator; who uses the model.

Another advantage of'uSing a particular model is the itandardization

of a projecel_design efforts so that design becomes task specific.

The members of a,development project of.any kind, whether in the military,

in a school system, in a private instructional design firm, or in an

industrial or other. institutional setting will be able to communicate

more clearly and have more coordination with each others' efforts if they

all are using the same-model., For instance, the term "assessing learner

:needs" should bejinderstOod by'all:projectmembers who use the.saMe

_Major misunderstandings usually can be 'resolved by:consulting the def-

-initions. and explanations provided with the. model. The particular.,s0

uencing:of events in a Model altb.povidea management framework. In.
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this context; PERT.techniques and other management tools can be used

by the'Mna,ger to ensure th.e availability of human and material re-
. . .

, .
. .

sources at -required times. In this way the project .events- can be ,-

.
.

, . ,

.

.

!.

:.° scheduled to minimize waste of' time; mater-61s ,.. and a'Rer resources ..

, (cf.. Bridgs, 1977).

By employing a systematic model of instructional desidh, formative

evaluation can be conducted so that thecduses of process and product

problems can be analyzed and referenced to particular components such

as test development, instructional strategy; delivery system, or other

design and development coMponents. The alternative to this type of eval-

uation is to assess the outcomes of a finished product without any

knowledge of the procedures use to create the product. Yet, to improve

the effectiveness of the model, diagnostic information about sources of

the product'S ineffectiveness is required. Needs assessment infpr-

mation,.criterion referenced tests and intended, learning outcomes as well

as delivery system requirements are just a few of the diagnostic ref- -*

erences provided when a systematic model of instructional design has

been used in the design and development effort.

The process of summative evaluation also may be facilitated, al-'

though the basic function at the summative stage is to compare and pass

judgement on finished products- The model of instructional design can

indicate key. criteria for evaluation of the instructional -product: By

examining the model used, the summative evaluator can deterinine the

major components cohtributing to the development of the'produCt and pos-

sibly to the soundness of the product; especially when considering the

feedback and revision loop provided in the system models.
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llie.VarioUs purposes and advantages cited here7are consistent wi-61

, .
.

.
, \,r

Banathy's (1968) preface'statement about the advantage of *he System"

: approach to empower "us to develop and manage cOmplex.entitiee (p. iii).:
. .

. ,

Throughout his'ibOok,:13anahy,also stresses -that it Tisythe defined

outcomes whiCh.determine-the_particular system purpose.
, ,

.

, .

In summary, there-appeartbbe four general 'purposes associated with

,

,'the system approach 'to instructional:design; ( '

IMprovIng learning and instruction ,by means 'of the s§steMatio.

problemsolving and feedback characteristics of:thesSfstem approach.

; 2: Improving management of instructional design and development by

meanseans of the mcnItoring.fand control fUnctions of the system. approach.
1.

3. Improving evaluation processes by means of the designated com-

ponents' and-sequence of events, including the feedback and revision events,.

inherent in sy ematfc models of-instructional design.

4. Te ing learning or instructional theory by means of theory-'

based design within a systematic model of instructional design.

This fourth purpose derives-from the discussion .of definitions of

models with particulai-. reference to the review of Adair and Foster (1970":

This is a legitimate purpose with potentiaf-for serious contribution

to design science. However, Smith and Murray (1975), who also considered

the,pUrposes oft. concluded that most Of the development and .

evaluation models seem to be "exemplars of desirable: or commendable op-

erating proCedUtes".(p: 13) instead of models.

The use of a model will not ensUre'that any or all of these ,

purposes are accomplished. Apart from human variations in interpreting

and implementing available' models, Lowe and SChwen(1975) also have
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found that the documentation of instructional des,r*Models is missing'

the necessary detailed accounts of how the develoPment process works

iri vari9us setting.. (An exception to this_generalizalion is the'de-

.

tailed explication provided by Teague'and VauTkner,) -Nonetheless, the

documpntAionserving as the basis for this report has provided a'means

by which the origins, purposes, andOses of instructional design models,

,, can be desalbed and analyzed. The next section presents e couple of

categorization schemas for fulfilling this purpose.

CATEGORIZATION AND ANALYSIS,

Two specific categorization schemas for reviewing models of

instructional design are presented here. The resulting matrix for the

first schemayhich matches Gropper's (1977) list of ten desrgn tasks is

displayed in Table I. The second schema for categorization is-displayed

to Thble II.

=

Models Reviewed

The authors identified books, journal articles ,'ERIC docuMents'and

procedural manuals as sources for this study; An ERIC .computer search

was conducted and bibliographies of ed6cationhl technology were consulted.

As a result of this: effort, over sixty possible target models were

identified. To provide comprehensive sampling, albeit nonrhndom, the

authors" deliberately selected models applied in nonformal as wellas

formal settings, modelt-applied for modular or course development as

well as for large scale curriculum or program development. Some of the

.models cited often in the literature are not reported here due to un-

availability of.the necessary references. The authors intend to prOvide



. %) .

,

. ,
, ..,

represenqtiveness in this study for the purpose of analyt4tal organ
u.., ,,t* I.,

- ization and review and in pfig.a;, intend to suggest zany "inadeq4acyfin
t:

1

.

-those models not contained in this revie; nor.is this review-intended

ler. . 1)
0

,' to represent the "be of the models availa
's

14.

1:./7

k-N

The oateg*izatton :compbnentt'of models is a difficult task.

tome,references eiplicate,tfiaOreticTOnsiderations direttly4 otherS

require: inferences 'of theory. This study is.not intended ak-a definq

itive statement about ,the status of any model. Instead, it, epresents

4
the .initiation of an analytical r view that may

14

prQvide a

guide for sele ting from the types .Of' models .available and Thad to more

theory testing through modejs of instructional design.

The read is advised to note a distinction between design and"

,development p cedures.bated,om learning-theory and those based on
-,

systems theory. The former addresseS the tonditdons and events of

' learning for intended learner capabilities, while:the lAter addresses

a total design-and development process including design based on learning

theory as a subsetof a larger Set'Of protedU

Description of the First Schema

All of the models reviewed are compared to Gropper's list of

,ten common tasks. This list is used as a referent in this paper be

ar

cause, 1 ough .cropper does not state which models provide the basis

for his t, he does indicate that the list represents a synthesis of

the best, dels. It also is a more recent source than others presenting',

"generally agreed upon" steps. For example, Merrill and Boutwell (1973)

offer five basit components; Atkins (1975) offers twelve; Gagne and Briggs

(1974, p, 213) offer another twelve.' (If the biases of the authors of

this paper were followed,,the referent might have been Gagne and Briggs,
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ppei9 but Gagne and Briggs.do,f&6nditate that their
. -. . 1,' -.-

eptAtentativet
oner models" -Future review edtprti

..

ld- be fit fro 'a'refer,dnt such as -Gagn and '.1-iggs,' as

e , N.
.

.',
.e. je i : - f

reader will:see by analyzing he outcome of t ejmatrix of the flO.t...s.

:.- ) . ..,*1 :: A' .

. .

: *2 - ,

.

X - . .;,9_

.schema:) -.. - ,. .

,,...

,-,.,-. it .

.. . . 4...r-,:
., .:. -- .

, 14- f..

''-' ?' .:-.-- bill'-'i ng"'-the riew.of.thePhoders,- the authors-.foulid:fou of tional,

' i ,.;.- : , ..; ..' ,. : -.-' - . '

ponenfs= addreAed separately by ra .n mOck%lsJ.,y-111 ese
<N.

c poneitS°:alto are snOWn in Table,,1, whliCh?-is,:gOded; to! he following

list, With tasks ope..to .ten representing GroPper's (1-9,77).1:4.94 ,

7Th
eleven to. fourteen. representing the- tasks often cited' separately..

, .
. .

'Formulation of broad goals and. ft-tailed bgoals stated An

obSerVable terms, f>,
,

-
.

.2.. DevelopMent of pre
.

and posttest matching goals' and_subgbals.
- w .... --.. ..I.. \

d. .Analysis of goals. and subgoals for types of skills/learning

reqUired.

4. Sequencing,of.goald and subgoals to' facilttate learning.

.5. Characterization of learner population "as to age, grade level,

past learning history, special aptitudes or disabilities, and, not least,

estimated attainment of _current and prerequitite goals" (p. 8).

6. Formulation of instructional strategy to match. subject matter

o'e

and learner requirements.

7. Section of media to implement strategies.

8. DeVelopment of courseware based on strategies.

9. Empirical tryout.of courseware with learper: population',

"diagnosis of teaming' and .courseware, ailures, revision of courseware
.

o.



lsastd on diagnos4s.

10.. DeyelOptent :of. material" an edpves .for insta. ing,A
,7 ..--

-4, . 7,----7-- '

.

maiptai hi rigi, .,4U7periiddiC: repair of pile :friStruiti.

,
.

ram,.

t,
11: : As5?ssMent .nf need, prObleill identificatiorl,'

awl ds, Oorilpeience, ordralping. 1VeM
t :411:1 .

Consideration'of7lternatives.

13. -.S Stem and environmental- descriptions; identification, ().V

- .

constraints

14. C Sti i nstructionale programs?
4 ,

AlOidugp GropOer alludes to some of these 5teps, it is worth

-

listing them separately, if for no other reason than toemphasiLe the

'.importance of considering these 'particular issues., Kaufman (1972)

describes in detail the requirements for systematic'lleedS" assessment

processe-s (task 11) and provides a. /springboard, for the work of-Roberts

(1978) end Stakenas and Knight (1979) as well as many's:others in the

buSiness of -instructional problem solving. TaSks T2, 13-, and 14 are

inberent in the process of 'needs assessment, but are listed separately
.

-

because many peopl consider them separately. Banathy .(1968), Churchma

1968),.HayMan 974), and von -Bertalanffy (1968) who deScrijge the

system approach in terms of' general system theory specify the require-

mefltefor (a) thOrough system analysis to identify complex,interactions.

and envirohliental constraints, (b) determinatiOn of alternative- sol-

utions to the identified,problem, and (c) thorough system synthesis to.

%,

maximize efficiency and minimize cost---all following'the identification

of desired outcomes.. Any model which does not account for these last

-tp u r tasks iS probably. , doomed to lost efficiency, -negligible impact, or

1 Cl



Many of refer nces shown in-Table 1 0 give sepair. e con-

.

sideration to these is s.- filhen'des-igning instruction, it is critical,.

however, po consider the<eissties.41 two ..perspeeils::_ (a) the internal,

cond4tions of learning (cf. Ga.gne,,1977; Gagne, Briggs, 1974, and, _1

By'iggs, 1975)And (b) the ehvironthentin which the lea:ft-ling will occur

far' the bxternal'conditions. Thf second ;perspective 'embeT1ished,_

partly by (referenceto nonformal settings, butalso by

k

parti cu'I constraints% In fact, as implied by Roberts (1978), a model

with a high degree of fidelitj, to the internal conditions of 1earning
, .

may be "overly costly, time consuming and distracting

>'hand .(p. 52). Ttlis consideration also appears in several of the models

in'
.

n this review.
t. °

To do justice to thp issue of, needsaTssment,
.4. 4

is important to

realize that the-analysis of flip
learner.populationpask 5) is the type

of,needs assessment which =identifies gaps between "current and prereq-
.

uisite goals" (Gropper,V4977, p.8) for the learner (cf. Maher, 1978,

,

r. 261 based on the,analytis conducted in At asks 3 ---a.task sometimes

omitted in the deOqn process. The needs assess ent represented by'task.

/

11 is more global, focusing on such issues at p oblem identification or

occupational analysis which provi e the basis forthe goal statements in

taskl.

Some,authorspoedfrom the assumption thatabroadly defined or

4444

stated 'learner nee&has beenridentified and therefOre, consider no other

alternatives apart frOmAhl,creation.Of-an.instructional solution. Others

proceeckas.if the nature of:the prOblem may require an .alternative other
$



..r. -_

than the colgisiticAe.10.6-lhg..-OparTties:or-tWeldevelbpment of

. .

.-
an instpuctiohal product: Some recognize thatevenhen the problem

'. 1,

pivots on leaftling:tapabilit* of some 'Sort, that the solu..)tion rlay be

.

another. a terhative such as; management of .a. system or management of
.

. . :

.
..

'resources instead bf creation of anew product lor:prog am.
4 4. e't

Although Table 1 shows 'that the tasks outlined. by Gropper are

i ndeed nCluded

advised that th .inferenCes 'made to creat -the classifiCation matrix

the models in this review;-ttie reader is hereby

were sometimes gen ous in light ,of the amount f informatiOn or outline;

of model components cited in the reference. T reader should refer to

the results of the second categorization sc ma for information about

the origin, theoretical basis &poses and uses, and documentation

-associated with these models. (The "readei., should note that an "X"

.

Is used. to denote the. presence of a task in the particular model

reviewed.)
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Tasks Itipaellf in Insuctional Design Models
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g21
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9 10 11 13 14

1. Army Security Agency, 4:.4.z...1

,,_.. -..

Legere, 'et al (1966) X X X, X 5( X X X , 0 -X O -0-10 10 -

'2.. Atkins (1975) X X* 0 X 0 X X' X X X O

3. Ba.nathy (1968) ' XXXXX.X-X O -X X OXXXI.
4. T;3.isbop (1976)

4 X'-`XXgX-XX X X X X&X.X13
. .,

5. et al (1973), --X '0 X, 0 X_ X -X, X-- Xt X 0 0 0 9

6.. Burkman (1976 1979);
Laugen (1979) - XrXXX X X X X X X0XX13-

7. Crittenclon & Massey (1978) X X X 0 X 'X 0 X X X 0 0 X X 10
..8. Davis (.1977). X 0 X X -X 0 0 0 X X 0 0 X 0 7

9. Davis &--,ML-callon- (1974) xoxax x,xx x xAxox,xii
10. Dederick & Sturge- (1975) X X X X 0 X 0 X X iC X 0. 0 0 9

11. Dick & Carey (1978) XXXOX XXX x-p XX0010
12. wren (1977) X0X,.XX X00 X 0 XOXX.9
13. Friesan (1973),
14d. Gagne & -Briggs (1974);

X X X X
.

X X X X XX X X X' .0 X 13

Briggs (1975) . XXX,XX X X. X 'X X XXXX14
15. Glaser (1966). - XXXOX1 X O X x o 000 0 7:

16. ,Gropper (1973) X X X X X X X X x. X 0 0 0 0 10
'17. Hayman (1974) . X .0. 0 0 X 0 0 X X X X X X X 9

18. Interservice, Proceclures
for Instructional Systems
Developerent (1975); ,

Branson (1978) xxxxo o'xx 'X X X X xo 11
19. Kaufman (1972) X X 0 0- X X- 0 X X X X X X. 11
20. Ledford (1973) X. 0 X 0 "X X X.° X X 0 0 0 0 8.
21. Lee (1975) XXXXO X. X X X X X'XXX13
22. Mager & Pipe- (1978). XXXXX O X X X' X OXX011
23. Mahe.r.(19781)- X 0 0 0 X X X X X X 0 0 X, 0 8

24. Merrill (1973); Merrill &

B o u t w e l l (1973) X X,- X X .0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 8

25. Michigan State. University
Model; Barson (1965) X X 0 0 0 X X X X. 0 '0 0 0 0 6

26. Pennington & Green (1976) X 0 O X X X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 7.
27. Penta (1973). X X 0 X 0 OXX .X 0 XX00 8

28. Roberts (1978) XXXXX XX-.X X- X XXXX14
.29. Scanland (1974) XXXXX X X X X X X X X 0 13

O. Sherman (1978) X0X0X X 0 X 0 X X X0'8
1. Shoemaker & P (1976) XXXXO X 0 0 X. 0 X 0 X 0 8

2. Stakenas & 'ght '(1979) X 0 0 0 X X 0 X X X. X X X X l'O

3. Teague & Faulkn (1978) X X X X X X X X X X X 0 0 0 11

1 2 3 4 5 . 7 8 10. 11 12 13'14
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34.7Tennsyson & Boutwell (1971)
35 . Tosti & Ba3.11 (1969)
36. -Tuciaren & Edwards (1470)
37. Vance (1976)
38. 'Waldron (197'3)
39. Wall-en (1973) 0

40. th-ters,Pet a/ (19,78)

XX'000
X
XXXXO.Q*Xk
XXXXO
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X
0
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X
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0
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X
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Frequency
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68
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Description of the Second Schema

<

Table 2 is coded to the/numbers and letters coftesponding tp

the dimensions listed below. For example, 1.1a means that there is

r6-
theoretical basis for the tote05del, while 1.1b means that there is

a'theoretical ba-sis for only pirt of the model. Each of theseAimen-
f.

sions is explained in more detail following this list.

a

1.0 Origin
e.

1.1 Theoretical r>

1.1a Total model. (specific reference to general systems,...

theory or other total approach)

1 .

1.1b One or some of the components lincluding adult

learning theory)

1.2Empirical (based on experience or reported research o

viable. processes)

2.0'Theoretical Underpinnings

2.1 Emphasis on learning or instructional theory (including

constructs about adult learning requirements)
.

.2.2 Emphasis on control/management/monitoring furiction of

systems theory ,

2..3 Emphasis on analysis function content, task, and learning

analysis of systems theory)

MPurpoSes and Uses

A.,

3.1 Teach instructional design

3.a PrOduce viable instructional product(s) or activity(ie0

3.2a Nonformal industrial, governmental,

vocational, nOnformal adult education)

A



FOrmal-(publiC,. higher, and prOfeSSiOnal)

Mc Instructional developMent (lesSons, modules)

A 6.

.3.20 Large scale curricot&r/systeM/prOgraM deVelopmerit

3.3 Reduce 'coSts:o, ftraining/edUcations

, .
.0 'DocumentationC

r %

4.1 DocuMentation, application,.:or validation data on.use of

the total model

4.2 Some documentation, application, or validation data

Origin. _Knowledge of the origin of a model Can help the educatOr

to use a particular model in ihe most appropriate manner. There are .

two main discernable sources of origin: theoretical and empirical. Of

course, logical inference and coMbinations of theory and experience also

are used to create or modify models of instructional design. It is useful

for the purpose, of classification, however, to focus separately on what

we mean by theory and empiricism as sources of origin.

Theoretical models have as theirorigin'a particular theory based

rationale.such.as,Banathy"sA1968Yapproach based on general system

theory or Gagne's. (1977) approach tostheconditions=0-learning: -Gien,

that this paper is sampling from systematic approaChes to jnstructional

design, it is not surprising .that most models reflect this source of origin.

In order to qualify as having an origin in general systems theory,

the description of:a:7*dpi shoUld contain reference'to general system

theory specifically or describe the system approach with:emphasis.on
,

interaction of the components of the model in the process of accomplishing

the intended'outcomes.An the intended environment.. For'example,Bishop,

(1976) and. Roberts (1978) referepCe in detail the:W6Sof'identifying and

o
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describing the total system objectives',..the performance ineasurts,for

the whole system, the effeCt of raints and resources of the target

system, the management of the .system,, as well as speCific interactive

proc-SSes toraccompliShing the defined. outcomes through checking and 1,

recheCking in the feedback and revision prOceSises,-,Merrill and Bout-

we'll (1973), howe'ver,.i"eer, toilsome of the same compOnents as..faund

Bishop and Roberts,.but stress learning theory and give no exPlanatiori-

'of the system components that they briefly. list. Similarly, E'ven's

(1977) and VancOs (1976) approach to instructional design strongly,

emphasize laming theory as ao Davis and McCallon (1974) who stress

adult learning theory in particular. Thus, when learning theory, snch

as represented by Bruner (1966) or Gagne 1-77) or Houle (1972)?. provides

the main origin with litVle, or no reference to general system theory

the model- is j_udged. to have a theoretidal basis for only some of the

components. This is the nature of the system approach which logically

makes use of learning theories in'the direct deSign of instruction after

outcomes are specified and before evaluation occurs. An exception to this

generalization is Glaser's (1966) model which is wholly grounded in

learning theory as the basis for instructional design. Although he does

mention 'feedback and revision alongwith psychological activities
A
the_

.i.

origin is' clearly 1 earnirrd'theory rather than general system theorly
,

for the total' model.

L.

It would seem that theories related to'organfzational development

also would haVe a.-place in the classification of some models, but such

theories,were not in this particular review. (Some models have no
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discernible theory baie.)

Many modelshave:their. origin in the developeror user's
, .

.

.

.

.
,

.

particular,experiences with instructional deSign as. n the case of the
.

Individualized Science Instructionaltystem (ISIS) model described by

,Burkmari,(1976',1979) and Laugen (1979)and in,the:Career Edutation Center

(CEC) model described by Crittendon and Massey (1978). The descriptive'

model of a certain set of procedures in these cases were tried and'

produced good results' and are examples of descriptions that sometimes

become prescriptions for othef users:

Developers also may borrow heavily from a previously,-existing

model and add their own special Modifications. For example, Davis (1977)

preientu,model adapted from Tuckman and Edwards (1970). Sherman (1978)

'bases his model on Hayman (1974), but Sherman lgys out the type. of

learning capabilities and conditions required to d4Ster each ofthe,
.

systems process components in order to teach the systems approach. Brien

and Towle (1977),"furthermore, did not Present their own: model, but

instead referred their readers-to Boutwell and Tennyson,Juckmanand

Edwards, and especially to Briggs. In this instance a more recent model

described by Gagne and Briggs (1974) and Br)ggs(1975) is listed in,

place of the 197areference to Briggs given\by Brien and Towle. Of

course, some models apPear to be based on other-models, but without

specific reference to. the particular source of origin.

Finally, a few models have either stated or inferred origins that
rs- ,

are both theoretical .and .,empirical. This would seem'to be the ideal. Set

9 "I./



of origins, but few models fall into both categories.

Theroretical underpinnings.. This portion of the categorization

schema displays three Main diviSions to show which models emphasize

learningor instructional theory and which emphasiie subdivsicins

(functions) of general systems theory.,

Those models ,based on _learning theory usually indicate this status

early in the model's description and liesearch concerning the theory

often enters into the discussion about the model's purposesand uses.

In a few instances, the authors of this paper made inferences about the

probableheoretical basis fora given model. Sometimes this-was done

by anal ing'the reference section of the source to determine the major

'foundation of the model.
4

The two subdivisions of the general systems approach are: (a) the

control/management/monitoring function, and.(b) the analysis function.

In the firit function, the educator wishes to make sure, that all, portions

of the instructional system behave in the prescribed manner. This.fs

'.sometimes very dffficult to_accomplish with*a large Curriculum project.

-

Special steps are added to the model to assure the developer that every

-component will flow smoothly.

The second function allows the systems user to have confidence that

the analysis of 'a task.wilI proceed in a logical, orderly manner. Most

of the models seize on :this analysis function in order to break down and

simplify 'the/complex concepts involved in a learning process.

Finally, some models seem to have no discernible theoretical basis

as reported in. the reference citation. These models usually appear to
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be based on one orlbore previous mcidels and are concerned more with

adding a new component or application than with building on the

theoretical basis of the origirial model.

Purposes and.uses. The purposes and uses of a model center around

one of-three main categories: ;the teaching of the instructional design

process, the productioni of.viable instructional products?and the reduction

in'cost of edudatiod. Although almost every model could be USedto :.

. .,,.

.

, . ,

. . .

.

.teach instructional design process, decisions for this category are

limited to those models which expressly state this as their.purpose.

. The production of an effective product tends to take second place for

models having this classification.

Many models are constructed to yield idttructional'products for

the purpose of, improving the training or education function of an

organization. Two main settings are conceived within this category:

formal and nonformal education. A distinction among these settings

ffered by means,. of Ingle (cited in Roberts, 1978,.p: 4).,- who Of-Vies

nonformal edUcationas any organized activity, outside-of the'estab

lished framework of the formal school and university system, which aims

to communicate specific ideas, knowledge, skills, attitudes and practices

in response to a predetermined need." Thus, the nodformal setting

includes military, industrial, governmental,vocationaji 1id other non-

-formal adult education activities. The formal setting is primarily,

delimited to public, higher, and professiodgl education activities.

Except for activities unique to the specific. settings, such as occupational

analysi, many of the models could be used in either setting, although

; 16
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the reference may have named one type oforganization or the other

areaas'the main.area of interest.

The models reviewed have two main uses: the development of,

instruction on a small scale (lessons and modules) and on a large

scale (courses, curriciala, and programs). Generally, the source for the

models cited herein, indicatthe intended use, although some infer-

ences are made about uses based upcin the particular products associated .

with the model such as a.module vs. a program plan.

Few of the reviewed models mention any costs associated with the

model. This seems unfortunate. Those who do, however,. make the point

that economy of scale would enable educators who use a particular

model to reduce the total resource expenditure in their special setting.

This concept is limited by Glasgow's (1976) observation that the cost.'

effectiveness of systematic development has no empirical basis. Carey
.0

and Bi-iggs in Briggs, (1977), Awever, discuss cost benefit approaches

to the use of a system.Oproach to instruction. 'Goodson and Roberts

(1978) also present a two -by -two, matrix of instructional quality vs.

product impact (p. 25) as an evaluation schema that can be used for

legitiMate_,cOst7benefit.analYsit bf instructional products within the

stafftraining'program of a human services agency.

'Documentation.) Unless an educator knows whether or not a particular

.model has.been tried out in an actual instructional setting, it will be

difficult to make a decisian about that model's chance of success in the

setting, of interest. Few of the models1Tviewed supply any data Conern-

ing their effectivepess:--Some_assert that' the particular model woks

30
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wellLwithout:supporting data or descriptions of application . Since

most of the models' sources' are journal articles; it may e a gued

that too little space is available for the reporting of this type of

data or information. However, the longer sources that were reviewed
U

(books and ERIC documents) have little excuse for not revealing this.

data. (A pertinent question might be raised concerriing the publishing

of .a model without having its efficacy establiShed beforehand by means

of a firm.theory base,and/or, empirical validation.)

An analysis of. Table 2 shows that even at the grossest categorization

level there was no one model which addressed all of the categories.

In addition, only the'"purposes and uses" category was addressed by all 4

of the models.. As the categorization became more specific the percent-
.

ages of models matched to.categories continued to decrease. The reader

is cautioned to,rrember that the categories. are not mutuarly:exclusive.

Subsequently, the sums across dimensions of a'category may equal more,

than 100%.

Origin. About 65% reported some source of tbeoretical origin,

about 50% for the total model (such as general system theory)and about

20% for only somelof the components of the model. 'About 50% reported'

an empirical origin.

Theoretical' Underpinnings. About 50% emphasized an underpinning in

learning theory, 50% in the control/management/monitoring function of

general systems theory (either explicitly on.implicitly), and about 50%

in the Analysis functioh. .Together. about 70% emphasized either the

control q,anAlysis function of the general systems model. This means

that.a4k730%-of-the:references-reportedinJable 2 focused no discern7

,

ible attention .on two of the basic functional advantages-of genetal

31
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system. theory. :About65% of those whb :focused on learning theory

..(10"of 15) also(cited the general system theory advantages. (About"

35% did,h6t.do so.) 'Onlyabout 40% of those who focused on the. .general

system. theory advantages (10 of 27). aiso cited'aledrning theory':-

basis.

Purpose, and Uses. About 35% reported the teaching of instructional

, design (or equivalent)as the primary putPose, 90% as.the production

of an instructional product, but-less than 10% emphasized cost

reduction as a basic purpose. The setting category (nonformal and

formal) was evenly split as was the scale of production (large and small).

Documentatioh. About 50% reported documentation of some sort

on the application of the total model, and about 35% offered some

limited documentation. Finally, of those reporting'some'theorettcal

origin, about 70 %' (18 of 26), cited some form of documentation; but

of those citing documentation, only 55% (18 of 33) cited any theoretical

origin.
ti
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Table 2

.Categoritation by-Origins,'Purposes'and Uses;

Locumentation, and Theoretical Uhderpinnings
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Figure 1. Summary of categorization of instructional design models
by origins, purposes'and uses, dOcumentationf. and theoretical
underpinnings.

Summary of Categories

,

1..0 'Origin

.

2.0 Underpinnings % 3.0 Purposes/Uses 4.0 DOcumentation

1.1 Theoretical
1.1a Total
1.1b Same

1.2 Empirical

.

2.1 Learning Thiry

2.2 Control Function

2.3 Analysis Function

3.1 Teach Design

3!.2,Development
3.2a Nonformal
3.2b Formal
3.2c Mcdules
3.2d Programs

3.3 Reduce Costs

f

4.1 Total

4.2 Same

.
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The reader may have gatherdd by now that there are a multitude and

. .

variety of models of instructional deiign. This study pOinted out a number

of possible reasons for...this phenomenOn. One of the most glaring reasons

seems to be that'many educational endeavors are afflicted with thel"not-
-

.invented-here" syndrome. Much effort seems to be duplicated because

educators do'not seek out existing models ofinstructionaldesign or ava

able materials before they endeavor to develop'their own., The symptoms

of this malady usually .take tp.e form of an attitude that'says,'in-effect,

we have 9ur own special circumstances and problems here an'd any innovation

(design model) which comes from outside,our 'organization boundries

will very likely fail in our unique situation.. This attitude is certainly

not restricted to the educational.field;_industry, military,-government, and

inany

1
other types o& organizations must, constantly be on-guard. In other

words, as stated by Molnar(1971).;7 .-

% .

The large amount of uncoordinated research activities

and the lack of pre-planned linkages between research and

practice has led to the existence of an expensive cottage

industry in educational technology which tends to retool

every academic'year. Reseachers and educators frequently
demonstrate a strong resistance to the use of someone else's

innovation. It has been said that if there was a Nobel'prize

for educational research,'.we would nominate an entire gen-

eration of researchers for their cor.discovery of. the wheel.

-Another reason for the great number of models seems to be related to f

the degree of documentatiOn. thatthe models have As stated by Logan (1976)
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Instructional systems deYelopment assumes more or. less
the previous reputations of otherinnovations. This

delays-acceptance of ISD,for as with other innovations,
promised performance could not bemet and, irmet, could
not be maintained. Developers of innovations often left
the customers with. inadequate supporting documentation
if they left anyat all. ,

. .
.

.A

. ,

Since many modelsre never tried out educators are perhaps skeptical

about the: Model that is reviewed pd thus decide to develop their own...

Merely examining a model tells one very little about its efficacy.

Unless performance data are available from try-out situations the educator

who, is interested in choosing a model will have few objective criteria

on which to base a decision. Since; 'as has been shown previously in this

paper, few models that are available actually exhibit try-out data, it is

little wonder that designers are reticent to adopt or adapt even a.ell

known model. The risk of sfnking a project's resources into a model which

is in effect, an unknown quantity can't help but be disconcerting tC a.

project-di rector.

Yet-another reason is linked.1C Alexander's.. .(1964.)- observation

about the nature of design: "What does make design- a problem in real

world cases is that we are trying to make .a diagram for forces whose field

we do not understand". (p. 21) This effort appears to be a problem

with the context of learning within a particular'educational environment

as well as .with the context ofrlearning general'.

The major learning theorists.; Aus 1 (1968), Bruner (1966), Piaget

(1954),..Skinner (1954),:and others, present different'PfopositiOns regarding

the context:or.cqditions for learning.... 'TheseAifferentes.presumablyThaVe..

the greatest impacton the development of, materials, bOt they alS\o may



cause individual educators to reject, certain steps in available system

:approach models. For example, a "true believer" of discovery,learning

might reject the specification of objectives and corresponding direct ''

match of instructional events to these objectives.

More otten, however, the major steps of models are adapted to.

partiTlar differences in ,the learning environment whether it be non-formal

or formal education, education for academic ttings or for. other in-

stitutional, business, or community settings. This type of.difference

is fairly obvious when we"compare and contrast various models. When, for

instance, we contrast the Davis-McCallon (1974) or Bishbp (1976) models

to the,Dick7Carey (1978) ocGagne-Briggs (1974) models this distinction

.becomes- apparent.' The major differences in these kinds of models appear

to stem fropityariations in operationalizing the major steps by means of

specific events and activities.

At least three, factors have forced educational researchers ID

develop and apply their own.unique methods to such things as job

analysis, test generation, construction of behavioral objectives,

and implementation, evaluation and revision of instruction.

1. Many educators feel very strongly that instruction should

have a local, indigenous quality. (Demerath & Daniels cited in

Logan, 1976).

2.- There is a lack of information available authoring tools

and procedures and clearinghouses for existing course materials-

(Logan, 1976).

.1-

3 Instructional development-effort areAsuallidriven by a

"raw empiricism".so that: 4,

Instructional materials are prepared on the basis of'.
intuition, folklore, or experience and administered to
members of the,target population. If the students pass
the test, the product is considered appropriate; i.f ot,
the materials are revised and tried again. This tryout

38



revision cycle is rePeated until the product works Or

the-developers run outrof resources'or time. (Merrill
& Boutwell cited in Logan, 1976).

It, Would be ill advised to recommend that one, :and only one-,grand

-y

patt6r6 be used foralUdesign efforts, Even, thoUgh thiS,is,..true. p.
''..

'

-a. strong. argume t can be. made. that thelarge number of extant, models

.

are.not'only conf 'Sing but also :often wasteful ofthe resources over 'Which:

educators have command.,

0(

CONCLUSIONS
. °

Categorizing the models as shown in Tables 1-and 2 may do injustice

some models.and.give undue credit to others. Even.with these possible
c. . .

ipequities, howeVer, Severalsubstgtial generalizations can-be made with

. some confidence.

1. The components of the general systems approach applied to instruction'

have proliferated.in varied forms with varied origins, purposes, uses, and

documentation.

2. Learning theory"bases are not explicitly prescribed in many of

the models using a systematic approach to i=nstructional design.

3. Documentation of the systematic application of the models for
^A

specific purposes and uses is generally inadequate for assessing the

effectiveness of particular models.,

.4. Although the system approach is "an inquiry and a discipline,

complete with theoretical underpinnings and a developed methodology"'

(H4man, 1974, p. 495), many of the "systematic" instructional design

)) 0



models as described in the literature represent a series ps which

may 'be implemented mechanically rather than with the complex and rigorous

analytical and cybernetic prOcesses. required for effective application of

the general system. approach to instructional design.

5. The general tasks constituting'a model of instructional design,

though differing in sequence, do have agreement across differing purposes,

emphases, origins, uses, and settings. This attestito,the robust quality

of the Systematic approach to instructionalAesign.
-

6.. Little concern or documentaticin is reported to demonstrate the

cost-utility of using different-models of instructional design.

71 ,Models such as those reported by Bishop (1976), Briggs (1975),

Gagne and Briggs,(1974), Roberts (1978), Scanland (1974) and Teague and

Faulkner (1978), appear to-proVide enough explication to enable users to

. .

apply thvekorted models aSjntended. The:readeys advised, however,

to consider a model whith matches the dimensions of the user's context

and to make,judgeMents aboOt the adequacy of documentation and theory base;
- .

before seleeting a model to use To begin patterning instruction after,

the first model that one comes lacross might very well, be a mistake for

two reasons: \. (a) 'the model may have been developed in a completely dif-

ferent setting for a completely different purpose,, and (b) many models

have not Been'validated. They may work very well when finally used, but

notmany educators can afford the luxury of trying. he model out with their

-own resources.

8. A few of the models reported are not models at all in the sense

that they fail'to describe, explain, or predict elements in their <referent:

system: Instead, they represent the use of jargon in a nearly tautological

manner and possibly mechanical prescriptions inappropriate,to the intended

users.. These models will be: unnamed buti,"Buyer, beware",
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